
 

 

Abstract—Applications using current cloud organization 

suffer from high rate time latency which results in long 

response time which makes real time applications unable to 

meet real-time constraints. Also, these applications suffer from 

a very low coverage ratio of their clients. Human activities such 

as cooperation, collaboration, making decisions and 

entertainment are significantly affected. In order to reduce 

time latency on the cloud and increase clients’ coverage ratio 

we propose a modification to the current cloud organization to 

become hierarchical. This hierarchy includes an artificial 

organizational entity called a master datacenter at the top with 

domain and backend datacenters as descendents. Descendants 

are geographically distributed allover a specific region such as 

a country. This hierarchy does not have fixed semantics which 

means that cloud providers can construct their hierarchies 

using a mix of domain and backend datacenters. Each 

datacenter is hierarchal in nature as master/slave 

configuration prevails. Hierarchical cloud organization 

reassures that domain and backend datacenters comply with 

the provider agreements, provide better mechanism for 

monitoring, error detection, fault tolerance and recovery. We 

detail benefits of the hierarchical organization for the cloud, we 

show that hierarchical organization provides the cloud with 

high availability and scalability rates and facilitates cloud 

management. 

 

Index Terms—Cloud computing, hierarchical organization, 

cloud tree, human collaboration, datacenters, network latency, 

response timem, times latencies, scalability, availability. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION  

One of the major strengths of a hierarchical structure is 

that people are familiar with it. From universities to 

companies to government, people can find the hierarchical 

structure facilitates the workflow of their information. All 

information is hierarchy in one way or another, so storing or 

processing it within a cloud of a hierarchical structure 

complies with this nature. A cloud provider can achieve a 

better coverage ratio for his/her clients with low response 

time and minimal operational cost by organizing the cloud 

datacenters hierarchically. The hierarchical distribution of 

datacenters will help covering a larger geographic area such 

as a country or province thus reduces network latency. 

The hierarchical distribution facilitates cooperation 

between datacenters for executing complex incoming 

requests thus reduces processing delay and provides high 

scalability. Also, it provides the cloud with a high reliability 

rate against hardware, software or power failures thus 
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reducing times latencies and provides high availability rate. 

When using the hierarchical model for organizing cloud 

datacenters three questions may be raised: 

• How to allocate resources, and manage them? In other 

words, how to ensure performance, reliability and 

availability. 

• Scaling and time latency brings other key challenges. 

Tens of datacenters with tens of machines, failures are 

the default case! 

• Load-balancing.  

In the coming sections, we will answer in details those 

three questions. Fig. 1 shows a typical architecture of a 

datacenter which consists of a master server and n slave 

servers. The master machine server monitors the slave 

machines and acts as a load balancer. 

 

II. RELATED WORK 

Time latency for real time services is considered an issue 

where the authors in [1], [2] showed that short time latency 

is required to maintain end-users satisfaction. The 

EdgeCloud technology presented in [3] is trying to find 

solutions for two main issues in the current cloud 

architecture which are the coverage ratio of clients and times 

latency. Using this technology the authors are augmenting 

the current cloud infrastructure with end-hosts or peers that 

are more geographically diverse than datacenters and have 

more specialized structures. However, it is difficult to find 

such peers or end-hosts which have the required specialized 

hardware or having the required software to serve the 

incoming requests, because some end-hosts may be busy or 

asking for high prices that may not be suitable for the cloud 

provider or for the client himself/herself, as one peer will be 

serving one client at a time.  

 

 

Fig. 1. Data center architecture 

In [1], a peer is removed from the pool of peers if it is 

selected to serve a client this makes finding eligible peers 

more difficult especially if the number of incoming requests 

increased which makes the provider and the clients pay 

higher price for eligible peers. Some end-hosts or peers may 

not be geographically near the client which means that the 
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problem of time latency may still exist. Also, the reliability 

of the selected end-hosts or peers is considered an issue 

because serving a client from an unreliable peer can lead to 

a very poor user experience or leading to decisions with 

dramatic effects. One solution for the reliability issue of the 

peers is to let each peer to send a report to the coordinator at 

the end of each session and a reliability score is given to 

each peer reflecting the percentage of sessions that it 

successfully served [1]. However, by using this approach the 

reliability issue of the peers is not completely solved 

because they are not controlled by the coordinator and 

loosing peers because of reliability problems will limit the 

coverage ratio of the clients and increases time latency, this 

is in addition to the high price the cloud provider or the 

client should pay for eligible peers. The motivation of this 

paper is to solve the problems of clients’ coverage ratio, 

times latency and reduce the cost of operation by modifying 

the current cloud organization to the hierarchical one. The 

hierarchical organization is shown to be better than both the 

flat or network organizations for information management 

which includes information creation, gathering, 

maintenance, flow, authenticity and security [4]. This paper 

is organized as follows: Section III presents the hierarchical 

organization of the cloud, Section IV presents the response 

time analysis of the cloud-tree, Section V presents the EC2 

case, Section VI presents the benefits of using the cloud 

tree, Section VII is dedicated for conclusions and future 

work. 

 

III. HIERARCHICAL CLOUD ORGANIZATION  

Real time applications running on the current cloud 

architecture suffer from times latencies. Also, clients across 

some geographic regions may not be covered by the cloud 

services. In order to solve these two problems we introduce 

a new cloud architecture which is the cloud tree. It is the 

hierarchical distribution of the datacenters over a geographic 

region such as a country. At the lowest level of the cloud 

hierarchy, there are the leaves, which are a pool of 

datacenters that covers a geographic region, we call them 

backend datacenters. At a higher level in the hierarchy there 

is a domain datacenter that controls the group of backend 

datacenters. In this section, we will describe the hierarchical 

cloud organization or the cloud tree. 

A. Architecture 

If the cloud infrastructure supports multiple datacenters 

across a geographic region then using the hierarchical 

architecture will help adding layers of redundancy, 

protection and load balancing. The hierarchical organization 

of the cloud is considered a latency-based strategy where the 

cloud provider places k datacenters at different hierarchical 

levels they are almost three, such that the number of covered 

clients across a specific region is the maximal [5]. In the 

proposed hierarchical cloud, regions with dense population 

are covered by a larger number of datacenters more than the 

regions with less population or they are covered by backend 

datacenters that have a larger computational power, which 

means larger number of servers with specialized hardware. 

A computational power of a backend datacenter is the 

average computational power of its servers, and the 

computational power of a server is its average throughput 

per second. The hierarchical organization of the domain and 

backend datacenters provides a better distribution of these 

datacenters to cover more clients and decreases the response 

time. The domain datacenters are distributed geographically 

and they combine resources from their backend datacenters 

to maximize cloud coverage and reduce processing delay. 

They are designed to be a shared platform for serving near 

real time applications. Clients close to a backend datacenter 

are served if it has the application required and fulfills the 

real time requirements. If a backend datacenter cannot serve 

the client, it sends a message to the domain datacenter to 

select a closer backend that has a copy of the application 

that meet the response time constraints. For example, in the 

cloud hierarchy of a country there is a master datacenter 

which can be placed in the capital of this country at level 0, 

a number of domain datacenters are placed in the capital of 

each province of the country at level 1. Each domain 

datacenter has a number of backend datacenters placed in 

the major cities of each province which is at the lowest level 

of the hierarchy level 2. The master datacenters placed in the 

capitals of different countries are geographically distant and 

fully connected as peer- to- peer.  The benefit of using 

hierarchical datacenters, where a group of backend 

datacenters are controlled by a domain datacenter, is to 

protect your entire site/application from being negatively 

affected by some type of network/power failure, lack of 

available resources, or service out age that's specific to a 

particular datacenter.  For example, in case of a power 

failure in one of the backend datacenters, the domain 

datacenter will reroute all the incoming requests to the failed 

backend to another working backend datacenter within its 

domain. Figure 2 shows an example of the proposed 

hierarchical organization of cloud computing in a country  

 

 

Fig. 2. A proposed hierarchical cloud organization for a country  
 

where Z: is the capital, A-G: are provinces, B1-Bnb, D1-Dnd 

and G1-Gng are major cities within provinces B, D and G 

respectively with capital Z and seven provinces named A, B, 

C, D, E, F & G, where each province contains a number of 

major cities. 

B.  Hardwar Requirements 

Cloud tree servers, located at a backend datacenter must 

have the sufficient computational power and the necessary 

specialized hardware such as GPU and fast memory to run 

applications. In addition, to hardware requirements, real-

time software such as synchronous programming languages 

and real time operating systems are essential to run real time 

software applications. In addition to that, a sufficient 
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downstream bandwidth is required to receive the client’s 

inputs and upstream bandwidth to send the application 

outputs to the client. The servers of the backend datacenters 

within a geographic region should support concurrent 

computing where the domain datacenter has a shared main 

memory or distributed memory. Each server of a backend 

can support multi-core computing where the output of each 

server is placed in the main memory of the backend 

datacenter. In case of concurrent processing the outputs 

from all backend datacenters are sent to the main memory of 

the domain datacenter. The architecture in Figure 3 shows a 

hierarchy of memory and communications between a 

domain datacenter and its backend datacenters with their 

servers. Each server contains many processors to support 

concurrent processing. 

C. Example 

Although there are many criteria to distribute the 

datacenters of a cloud among geographic regions 

hierarchically, in the example of figure 2 the provinces of a 

country are used to distribute the datacenters. The master 

datacenter of the cloud tree is placed in the capital Z which 

is at level zero of the cloud hierarchy. Each province of the 

country has a domain datacenter that is placed in its capital 

at level 1 of the tree. The master datacenter at the capital Z 

controls all the domain datacenters in all the provinces of 

the country, while each domain datacenter in a province 

controls many backend datacenters placed in the major cities 

of this province. The number of backend datacenters in a 

province depends on the population number, where the 

domain datacenter of a dense populated province should 

have a large number of backend datacenters to cover all the 

major cities within the province in order to minimize the 

times latencies beyond a specific threshold. When a client in 

a city within a province wants to access the cloud tree, it 

connects to the backend datacenter that is closer to his/her 

city. For example, a client living in city D1 in province D 

can access the backend datacenter at D1 to execute his/her 

request using the application running on this backend. If D1 

succeeded in executing the request it sends the output back 

to the client.  

 

 
Fig. 3. Memory and communications hierarchy between a domain 

datacenter and its backend datacenters and their severs 

If D1 could not execute the request because more 

computational power or a specialized hardware or software 

is required, which care be found in another closer backend 

datacenters, then D1 sends the request along with client’s IP 

address to the domain datacenter in D. The domain 

datacenter in D searches for the eligible backend to execute 

the client’s request. If distributed processing is required, the 

domain datacenter in D can distribute the tasks among 

several backend datacenters within its domain such as from 

D2 to Dnd, where Dnd is the number of backend datacenters 

covering the major cities of province D. When all backend 

datacenters involved in performing the distributed tasks 

finished their jobs, they send back the output to the domain 

datacenter in the capital D, which in turn sends it directly to 

the client using the IP address sent previously by D1 . If the 

domain datacenter in D could not execute the client’s 

request because a specialized hardware or software is 

required, it sends the request with the client’s IP address to 

the master datacenter in the capital Z, which can involve 

another domain datacenter from the nearer geographic 

province which has the specialized hardware or software 

required. When the request is executed, the information is 

sent back to the capital Z which in turn sends it to the client 

using the IP address sent previously by domain D. In the 

worst case, if more computational power or specialized 

hardware or software still required and the master datacenter 

in the capital Z could not execute the client’s request, then Z 

sends the request with the client’s IP address to the master 

datacenter of the nearer geographic hierarchical cloud which 

may be in another country to get the more computational 

power or the hardware/software required. This shows that 

hierarchy cloud organization is highly scalable and flexible, 

which means that more computational power can be added 

or a specialized hardware/software can be easily found or 

borrowed when it is needed in a very limited time and the 

results are sent back to the client directly from the domain 

datacenter involved in the execution without the need to 

return back to the first backend datacenter that received the 

client’s request. 

D. Workload Distribution 

Load balancing is the more interesting building block in 

cloud computing as it automatically distributes incoming 

client’s requests across multiple cloud servers. Load 

balancing can be hardware or software. The most common 

use of load balancing is to provide cloud services to the 

clients either by using multiple servers of a backend 

datacenter or multiple backend datacenters of a domain 

datacenter. Each domain datacenter contains a load balancer 

to forward incoming requests to one of its backend 

datacenters. Also, each backend datacenter has a load 

balancer that forwards incoming requests to one of its 

servers. The servers or backend datacenters reply back to the 

load balancer which allows the backend or the domain 

datacenters to reply to the client without the client ever 

knowing about the internal separation of function. The 

hierarchical architecture of the servers within a cloud hides 

its internal organization and provides more security against 

attacks on the servers and prevents from running unrelated 

services. In case of all the servers of a backend datacenter 

are ineligible or unavailable because they do not have the 
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required hardware/software, the load balancer of the 

backend datacenter forwards the request to the load balancer 

of the domain datacenter which in turn forwards this request 

to a backend datacenter within its domain that has the 

available and eligible server. Another option for the load 

balancer to do is to display a message to the client regarding 

the outage. Load balancing provides the cloud tree with 

mechanisms to achieve a significantly higher fault tolerance. 

It can automatically allow the cloud tree to respond quickly 

to power failure, hardware/software failure and to any 

increase or decrease of clients’ requests for the services 

running on its application servers. A variety of algorithms 

are used by load balancers to determine which server or 

backend datacenter to send a request to it. One of these 

algorithms is the round robin, while another approach is that 

servers with higher computational power and containing the 

required hardware and software are assigned a greater share 

of the workload than others. The pooling approach 

mentioned in [2] affects clients’ coverage if only peers from 

one geographic region are selected where other clients from 

other parts of the country would be unable to find a nearby 

peer. In addition, this pool of candidates is of limited 

clients’ coverage because one peer serves one client at a 

time, and in case of a large number of clients some clients 

may not find a peer. In the hierarchical organization of the 

cloud better client coverage is provided even if the client is 

not located geographically near a backend datacenter or a 

peer, the client’s request with the IP address will be sent up 

the cloud hierarchy to the domain datacenter which will 

forward this information to another backend datacenter with 

eligible servers. The result information is sent by the domain 

datacenter or directly by the backend datacenter to the client 

in order to reduce network latency. In case of the domain 

datacenter could not find an eligible backend datacenter 

within its geographic domain, the client request and his IP 

address will be sent to the master datacenter to find an 

eligible backend datacenter within another domain. This 

makes all the backend datacenters of the cloud tree a pool of 

eligible candidates to execute the client’s request. 

E. Backend Selection 

Domain datacenters use selection criteria to select the 

eligible backend datacenter to serve the incoming request. 

These parameters include: 

• Latency: reducing time latency beyond the application’s 

specified threshold is an essential target for the 

hierarchical cloud, therefore a domain datacenter must 

select a backend that is geographically closer to the client 

to reduce network latency and with suitable computational 

power to reduce processing delay. 

• Application coverage: a domain datacenter preferentially 

selects the backend that stores the most popular 

applications and that respect the target application 

response time to the client. 

• Cost of operation: a backend datacenter must select the 

appropriate server to execute the client’s request, 

otherwise choosing a server with higher computational 

power than required may cause to postpone the processing 

of other incoming requests which need the computational 

power of this server or to reroute the request to the domain 

datacenter to find another eligible backend datacenter. 

IV. RESPONSE TIME ANALYSIS 

The response time 
responseT  can be formulated as follows:  

             response datacenter server clientT T T T  (1) 

In this section, we provide a breakdown of the time 

latencies that form the total response time. We define 

as the delay to access the required backend 

datacenter that will execute the incoming request this may 

include the delay to access other datacenters in between the 

backend datacenter of the client’s city and the eligible 

backend datacenter. The DatacenterT  is formulated as follows: 

          F F F

datacenter backend domain masterT T T T
(2)

 

where: 

 

F

backendT : is the delay to access the backend datacenter 

of the client city from the client’s home including network 

latency. 
F

domainT : is the delay to access the domain datacenter 

from the client’s city backend datacenter including network 

latency. 
F

masterT : is the delay to access the master datacenter 

from the domain datacenter including network latency. 

In best cases 
F

domainT and 
F

masterT are both equal to 

zeros, if the backend datacenter of the client’s city has the 

server with the required computational power, both the  

hardware and software needed and thus the request is 

executed directly without accessing the domain datacenter. 

On the average case, the backend did not execute the request 

and the domain datacenter is accessed, in this case    

  0F

backendT   and 0F
domainT  . In the worst case, the 

domain datacenter did not execute the request and the 

master datacenter is accessed and in this case: 

  0F

backendT  , 0F
domainT   & 0F

masterT   

In other words: 

Best case: 
F

datacenter backendT T  

Average case: 
       F F

datacenter backend domainT T T  

Worst case: 
F F F

atacenter backend omain masd rd teT T T T   We note that 

the time latency 
F

domainT  includes the time required by the 

domain datacenter to search for an eligible backend, 
F

masterT include the time needed by the master datacenter 

to search for an eligible domain. 

The formula used to measure the network latency [3] is: 

   


 
n

T n

                              (3)

 

It is the time to send a message of n bytes in seconds 

where α is a constant and it is known as “zero bytes latency” 

and  is the network bandwidth. Network latency can be 
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reduced significantly when we consider the backend 

datacenters are closer to their clients in the cloud hierarchy. 

In addition, we define serverT as the processing delay, which 

refers to the time spent by the server or servers to execute 

the incoming request. The processing delay is affected by 

the amount of computational power provisioned by the 

backend datacenter. The work in [6] showed that this 

processing delay ranges from 10 ms to more than 30 ms and 

performance degrades when several virtual machines share 

the same machine. serverT is the time latency used to 

transmit the information back to the client, the same formula 

in [2] is applied to measure time latency in the network back 

to the client. The breakdown of clientT as follows: 

  B B B
client docity main masterT T T T

          (4)
 

where: 
B

masterT : is the delay to access the domain datacenter 

from the master datacenter. 
B

domainT : is the delay to access the client’s city backend 

datacenter from the domain datacenter. 

y
B

citT : is the delay to access the client from the client’s 

city backend datacenter.  

 

V. EC2 CASE 

The Amazon EC2 cloud offers three datacenters in the US 

to its clients which makes more than one quarter of the 

population cannot play games from an EC2 cloud gaming 

platform with 80 ms network latency and covering ratio 

70% , also almost one tenth of the clients cannot be reached 

at all [7]. The hierarchical cloud can solve these problems, 

where EC2 can distribute the computational power of its 

datacenters over a larger number of geographic regions each 

of which covers the clients of a specific region thus 

increasing the clients’ coverage ratio. These geographically 

distributed datacenters will be closer to their clients more 

than the current datacenters thus reducing the network 

latency. Each group of datacenters within a geographic 

region is controlled by a domain datacenter which acts as 

load balancer to distribute the incoming requests among 

these datacenters thus reducing the processing delay serverT   

 

VI. THE BENEFITS OF USING CLOUD TREE 

A.  Effective Cloud Management 

1) Load balancing which enables a domain datacenter to 

add more computational power from its backend 

datacenters if needed within minutes.   

2) Cloud hierarchy organization reassures that backend 

datacenters will cooperate as follows: 

Domain datacenters create and maintain oversight 

mechanisms to ensure the backend datacenters involve 

cooperation, competition, and communication between 

processes that either run simultaneously on their servers or 

are interleaved in arbitrary ways to achieve a near-real time 

response. 

B. Facilitates Human Collaboration 

The cloud hierarchy improves communications tools for 

people in that it facilitates collaboration which helps to save 

time, reduce duplication of work, and speed making 

decisions that could translate to more benefits.  

C. Scalability 

If more computational power is needed then the domain 

datacenter can reroute the task to a more eligible backend or 

distribute the task among several backend datacenters for 

concurrent execution. The results are returned back to the 

domain datacenter to be sent back to the client. Also, the 

provider can add more backend datacenters to the domain 

that experiences high incoming traffic or adding more 

servers to a backend which overloaded with jobs. 

D. Availability  

If a domain datacenter failed due to power failure or 

hardware/software failure for example then the master 

datacenter will redirect all the incoming traffic to the closer 

domain until the failed domain is recovered. In case of a 

failure backend the domain datacenter will redirect the 

incoming traffic to another backend until the failed backend 

is recovered. If a server within a backend is failed it is 

replaced by another server until the failed one is recovered. 

This substitution policy allows the cloud tree to achieve high 

availability of 24 × 7. 

 

VII. CONCLUSION  

In this paper, we presented a new organization for cloud 

computing that is based on the hierarchical model. Using the 

hierarchical organization the datacenters of the cloud are 

better distributed among several geographic regions which 

provide a better coverage ratio of their clients. The 

substitution policy adopted by the cloud tree provides high 

availability of the cloud.  The selection criteria applied by 

the cloud tree to find an eligible datacenter to reroute the 

client’s request to it, provides high scalability where more 

computational power is added when needed. To reduce the 

network latency, the backend or domain datacenters which 

executed the incoming request will respond directly to the 

client. In our future work, we will explore the effectiveness 

of using the hierarchical paradigm for cloud datacenters and 

compare it by other new paradigms such the EdgeCloud. 
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